Team and Track Record
Marina Division

Leisure Investment Properties Group

OUR VISION
The Leisure Investment Properties Group is the
preeminent leader in business-driven leisure
investment real estate and advisory services.

THE LIPG MISSION
To help our clients create and preserve wealth.
We deliver exceptional transactional expertise,
superior market knowledge, and the industry’s
most powerful marketing platform at a
personal level, treating each client’s best
interests as our own.

OUR GUARANTEE
Our clients will have the clarity, knowledge,
and power to make sound business decisions
that will maximize their investment strategies
and achieve their vision for the future.

150+ Combined Years of Experience | 6 Investment Advisors | 2 Financial Analysts
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LIPG Value Proposition
The Leisure Investment Properties Group is dedicated to helping owners create and preserve wealth with their marina investments. A few areas of expertise include: Dispositions, Acquisitions, Refinancing
and Holding (continue operating your marina business). We value long-term relationships because we understand the work, capital, effort, and time that you have invested in your marina. When you work
with the LIPG, you are working with a full team dedicated to helping you accomplish your goals, whether it is to sell your marina today, make capital improvements to increase revenue, or refinance to
capitalize on lower interest rates and access equity.
Our transaction experience greatly reduces the likelihood of obstacles or preventing a deal from closing because there is very little that we have not encountered. We have the knowledge and understanding
to aggressively (while credibly) underwrite and price your marina to ensure the highest, financeable list price possible. In other words, we underwrite assets in a way similar to how a shopping center is sold
to a REIT. This challenges a buyer’s underwriting and allows us to defend the net operating income (NOI) with factual data, which leads to a higher offer price. This allows us to accurately price risk and
volatility based on the specific make-up of your marina operation. In conjunction with proactive marketing efforts and a database of 25,000+ investors, this process puts more eyes on your deal, increases
the probability of receiving numerous offers on your property for a higher price, and puts MORE MONEY in YOUR POCKET.
With our institutional-grade approach, we pre-qualify buyers to limit property tours for only serious buyers, which saves you headaches and fewer disruptions on the property. Our marketing materials
further show a buyer a business plan (i.e. path to improve the property) that will suggest buyer to reconsider his/her pricing considerations. Our marina-specific LOIs help save you money in attorney fees, as
well as achieve a quicker close than our competitors. By starting due diligence from LOI (compared to from the PSA), we cut the closing time by 60-90 days for a close that is nearly half the time of our
competitors. Our team’s and firm’s abilities to access capital in international markets allows us to attract investors chasing US yields; Of the 1,851 clients we deal with in the Private Equity community, 523 (or
28%) are international. In the Venture Capital airspace, 998 (or 40%) of 2,514 are international. And of the remaining 25,557 client database (including residential developers) we've created selling marina
and golf assets over the past 10 years, 32% (or 6,731) are international.

Transaction
Experience

Accurate & Credible
Underwriting

Largest Qualified Buyer
Pool

International
Reach

Collaboration

Institutional-Grade Services &
Marketing

Marina-Tailored
Letter of Intent (LOI)
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LIPG Value Proposition

DISPOSITION &
ACQUISITION
▪

Proven Marketing Process that
Maximizes the Value of Each
Individual Asset

▪

Extensive Underwriting Process
Ensures Competitive Pricing

▪

▪

▪

Largest Industry Database of
Investors Regionally, Nationally &
Internationally
Extensive Due Diligence & Market
Data Specific to Client Investment
Criteria

▪

Industry Benchmark
Analysis

▪

Capital Markets
Research & Financing
for Marina Properties

▪

Buyer Sentiment
Studies

▪

Recent Sales Activity
and Trends

▪

Annual Marina
Investment Reports

CONSULTING ADVISORY
SERVICES

VALUATION

RESEARCH

▪

Rigorous Financial Analysis: Identify
Investment Potential and Key Operating
Metrics; Market Share Studies Comparing
Your Property to its Market Competitors

Pro-Forma Business Plan
for New Owner

▪

Broker Opinion of Value:
Provide Current Market
Value and Future
Profitability Analysis

Highlight the Investment Upside: Emphasis
on Growth Opportunities, Ownership, Cash
Flow, and Investment Returns

▪

Performance Analysis Underwriting:
Property Operating History Against Industry
Benchmarks and Competitive Properties

Underwriting to
Institutional Investment
Standards

▪

Strategic Analysis to Determine Owner
Options

▪

Over $4 Billion in Leisure
Properties Underwritten
since 2011

▪
▪

▪

Investment Grade Underwriting for
Financing Ease
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING
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LIPG IN THE NEWS

“The marina asset class is much more appealing from a
return standpoint than most core product types (i.e.
multifamily, retail, self-storage) because those cap rates
are much more compressed...”
– Brett Murphy, Vice President of Investments

“The geographic market performing the best is the
Southeast. We expected this region to be the top
performer moving into 2019...”
– Steven Ekovich, National Managing Director
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PARTIAL LIST OF EXTENSIVE TRACK RECORD

Hayden Lake Marina

Coan River Marina

Flat Hollow Marina & Campground

All Seasons Marina

Fall Creek Marina &
Campground

Laughlin Bay Marina

Alexandria Bay Winter Storage

Matthews Point Marina

Bayway Marina

Lakeshore Marina

Homosassa Springs Marina

Surfside Marina

Please visit our website to view more:

www.leisurepropertiesgroup.com
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YOUR LIPG TEAM
STEVEN M. EKOVICH
Executive Managing Director
Mr. Ekovich has been in the real estate business since 1985, both advising/brokering commercial real estate and serving as Regional Manager for several Marcus &
Millichap offices. He has sold or overseen over $4 billion of real estate transactions. Currently Steve is the Managing Director of the Leisure Investment Properties
Group, which he started with his PGA Partner Chris Karamitsos. The Leisure Investment Properties Group has listed, sold and underwritten in excess of
$2,500,000,000 of golf & resort properties since 2011. In addition, Mr. Ekovich has opened 4 offices for Marcus & Millichap, was voted “Regional Manager of the
Year,” and was the National Director of Marcus & Millichap’s National Self Storage Group. He was a top-five broker for his firm in his first year of selling commercial
real estate. His duties included hiring, deployment, training and coaching of commercial real estate agents in Tampa, Atlanta, Palo Alto, Jacksonville and Orlando.
Mr. Ekovich has been a published author in numerous real estate trade publications as well as being a featured speaker since 1998 at real estate industry events.

BRETT MURPHY
Vice President of Investments
Senior Marina Analyst
Brett joined the Marina Division of the Leisure Investment Properties Group in May 2017 after graduating from the University of Florida. Brett has been exclusively
focused on the marina asset class, bringing analytical and brokerage experience to every client and project. Since joining the LIPG, Brett has underwritten and/or
sold over $350 million in marina and marina resort assets. Brett's focuses include: brokerage; assisting clients with long-term planning (i.e. continue to hold and
operate, sell, etc.); asset valuation; marketing; and market research.
When the LIPG was operating under Marcus & Millichap, Brett was the recipient of two Marcus & Millichap awards: the Pacesetter Award and the Most Committed
Award. He has also been featured in Marina Dock Age on multiple occasions as a marina brokerage professional. Brett is an alumnus of the Alpha Eta chapter of Pi
Kappa Alpha.

JEFFREY SPILMAN, CCIM
Vice President of Investments
Jeffrey brings over 40 years commercial real estate investment expertise in the commercial real estate spectrum to the LIPG team. Jeff has extensive experience in
marina market evaluation, marketing plans, investment modeling, and investor relations. Mr. Spilman has participated in real estate development as partner, and
managed personal and client real estate investments. Included in his experience has been working extensively with attorneys, title companies, contractors, and
working with a network of real estate brokers.

Mr. Spilman has been the recipient of Marcus & Millichap awards including; National Achievement Award Winner, National Top 20 Agents, Overall Top 10 Agents
for Central Florida and New Agent of the Year for Central Florida.
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YOUR LIPG TEAM
CHRISTOPHER KARAMITSOS
Senior Managing Director
Mr. Karamitsos is a former United States Army officer and an award-winning member of the Professional Golfers Association of America. He has been in the golf
business since 1990, has played competitively since 1989, and has experience in every facet of the golf industry including managing golf properties and consulting
for golf property developers. Currently he is the Co-founder of the Leisure Investment Properties Group which he started with his partner, Steven Ekovich. The
Leisure Investment Properties Group has listed, sold and underwritten in excess of $3 billion of golf & resort properties since 2008. In addition, Mr. Karamitsos
founded the Karamitsos Golf Academy in 1993, founded Sigma Golf Management and Millennium Golf Ventures in 1999 and served on the Executive Board of the
North Florida PGA. He is a published author in numerous periodicals and manuals. As a broker, he has facilitated over $500 million in real estate transactions since
2005.

TERENCE VANEK
Senior Managing Director
Mr. Vanek joined the Leisure Investment Properties Group in 2010 as an analyst, after receiving his Master in Business Administration from the University of
Florida’s Hough Graduate School of Business. Since his introduction to the group, Mr. Vanek has been promoted multiple times and was named our first Junior
Partner and the fastest agent to achieve Senior Associate Status within the group. He specializes in high-profile golf assets nationwide, has been quoted in a number
of major industry publications including Bloomberg News, the Los Angeles Times, and Golf Inc., and has received several sales recognition awards for his success at
Marcus & Millichap.
Now focusing exclusively on investment sales, Mr. Vanek has been active in real estate financial management and investment services since earning his Bachelor of
Science degree in Economics from Duke University in 2004. He has an extensive background in financial analysis, brokerage, acquisitions, research, operations,
accounting & business development. This expertise and experience together helps provide unparalleled market knowledge to our clients.

ROBERT WALDRON
Senior Managing Director
Rob Waldron joined the National Golf & Resort Properties Group of Marcus and Millichap Real Estate Investment Services in 2013 as an Investment Advisor. His
primary markets are the Mid-Atlantic, Northeast and Florida. Mr. Waldron is a Golf & Hospitality Industry veteran with more than 25 years of experience. Rob has
held management positions with well-respected firms such as Marriott Corporation, Fore Golf, Legg Mason Real Estate Services and Billy Casper Golf. His extensive
golf background in finance, operations, marketing, acquisitions, brokerage, debt placement, business development and consulting provide a unique perspective to
underwriting and the sale of golf course assets. He managed the acquisition of six golf course properties, brokered the sale of more than $30 million of golf course
assets, underwritten the financing of more than $100 million of golf course transactions and has been directly involved with more than 150 golf courses in an
advisory capacity.
Mr. Waldron is a published author of numerous articles for golf trade publications and has been a featured speaker for more than 15 years at Golf Industry events.
He has served on the Board of Directors of the Virginia Chapter of the National Golf Course Owners Association and the Washington Metropolitan Golf Association.
Rob volunteered as a Rules Official for USGA, MSGA, MAGA and WMGA golf tournaments and is a member of the Golf Digest “100 Greatest Courses in America”
Panel. Mr. Waldron holds a BS in Finance from Penn State University and a Florida Real Estate Sales License.
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YOUR LIPG TEAM
KODY TIBBETTS
Director of Operations
Senior Analyst – Golf Division
Mr. Tibbetts joined the Leisure Investment Properties Group in February of 2017 after graduating from the University of Central Florida with a Bachelor’s Degree in
Finance. Kody grew up playing golf competitively as a junior and was apart of the Professional Golf Management (PGM) Program at Florida Gulf Coast University
(FGCU) for two years before transferring to UCF.
Since joining the team, Kody has been involved in the valuation and underwriting of over $600 million in golf courses, master planned communities and golf resort
properties. Within two years of joining the team, Kody was promoted to Senior Financial Analyst in which his primary tasks involved underwriting, financial analysis,
market research and marketing support. He has since been promoted to Director of Operations and is responsible for LIPG’s day-to-day business activities, business
development, strategic planning, client relations, and transaction coordination. Mr. Tibbetts will also continue to oversee the golf divisions valuation and
underwriting.

AUSTIN BERNS
Financial Analyst
Mr. Berns joined the Leisure Investment Properties Group in February of 2021 after working in Finance for two years. Originally from Chicago, Illinois, Austin
attended Olivet Nazarene University as a student-athlete, playing football and majoring in Accounting. After graduating from Olivet Nazarene University with a
Bachelor’s degree in Accounting in 2019, Austin worked as a Regulatory Accounting Analyst at R.J O’Brien, a futures and commodities brokerage in Chicago, Illinois.
Currently residing in Tampa, Florida his current focuses include new client clarifications, strategic research projects, marketing support, asset valuation and
underwriting.
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NOTABLE CLIENTS
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“I was promised professionalism, transparency, communication, and an effective marketing process
among other things…Jeff and Brett delivered on their promises….if you own a marina and are thinking
about selling, I highly recommend speaking with Jeff and Brett” – Former Owner, All Seasons Marina

All Seasons Marina
Case Study
1.

Previous Marketing Efforts
Before LIPG Team

Situation
In June 2019, the LIPG team brought All Seasons Marina to market for $8M. The owner had the property on the market for several years by this time, with many different
brokers, which created a very challenging marketing process (i.e. poor marketing efforts, inaccurate conclusions by buyers, etc.). This is where LIPG Marina specialization is
incredibly important in the sale of your marina! Lastly, the owner had elected to pursue a confidential marketing process to keep the sale of the marina quiet.

Process
2.

1031 Exchange and CrossProduct Type Buyer

3.

Cross-Product Buyer and
Reverse 1031 Exchange

As with every marina we market, each buyer was given access to the Offering Memorandum after signing the NDA. Under a confidential process, however, there is no
revealing information to identify the actual marina property before an NDA is signed – mainly high-level details that vaguely outline the opportunity (to protect the
confidentiality of the property). This creates a limitation in exposure while bringing the seller the advantage of a quiet marketing process. Primary objections we overcame
were the negative perceptions of the asset from poor marketing efforts of previous brokers. Left unacknowledged, buyers can reach conclusions that are inaccurate or
incomplete, potentially missing out on a great opportunity. With our institutional-grade Offering Memorandum (OM) and knowledge of how the owner has run his business,
we could confidently articulate the advantages and upside to owning a marina like All Seasons, fully supported by a 70-page OM detailing financials, business operations,
upside opportunities and growth.

Results
4.

Unpriced 5-Property
Portfolio and Confidential
Marketing Process

After delays in the marketing process due to the COVID-19 pandemic, LIPG generated two offers with the winning bid going to a buyer in a 1031 exchange. Due to timing,
however, the buyer executed a reverse 1031 exchange into the marina. Both offers were highly competitive, and the property closed at 98% of list price. The LIPG Marina

Division proved that while a marina might sit on market for years under inexperienced/non-specialized brokers, our expert marina brokers bring intimate
knowledge and understanding of your marina business to institutional-grade marketing packages and a platform designed to create maximum exposure for your
marina asset.
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“We were very impressed with their professionalism and attention to detail throughout the entire process. Their
packaging and marketing process was very comprehensive and put us in the best position to find the buyer. Due
to their efforts and negation, closing happened right on time.” – Former Owner, Flat Hollow Marina & Resort

Flat Hollow
Marina & Resort
Case Study
1.

Previous Marketing Efforts
Before LIPG Team

2.

1031 Exchange and CrossProduct Type Buyer

3.

Cross-Product Buyer and
Reverse 1031 Exchange

Situation
Flat Hollow Marina & Resort is one of the largest marinas on Norris Lake, boasting 172 wet slips, 24 floating homes under management, a full-service floating
restaurant, chalets and more. The hospitality component at Flat Hollow was a substantial percentage of revenue and NOI, but it proved to be consistent and even
more so after the effects of COVID-19. The client was engaged first quarter 2019 to begin the Strategic Analysis program. After evaluating multiple different
options and exit strategies (including the 1031 exchange), the owners made the decision to sell the marina, focus on retirement and travel.

Process

4.

Unpriced 5-Property Portfolio
and Confidential Marketing
Process

Over the next few weeks financials were updated and the marketing effort was set to start after the holiday season. Flat Hollow Marina & Resort hit the market in
January 2020 for $5.25M. A little over a month after being on the market, COVID-19 hit the U.S. and the LIPG pulled the marina off-market to re-assess the
business. This strategy gave the investment community time to assess next steps, as well as prepare the marina for a re-launch when investors were back in the
market. Upon re-launch, we targeted a wide range of buyers, including: current marina owners, first-time owners, institutions, cross-product type buyers, to name
a few. Shortly after being on market, we generated four offers from institutional-level and private client investors.

Results
The four offers averaged $4.975M and the owners ultimately selected a buyer that brought an institutional platform to the property. Shortly after going under
contract with the selected buyer, it became clear that an internal tax strategy the buyer was planning to execute on would not work. After that group backed out
of the deal, the LIPG quickly brought in another buyer who was in a 1031 exchange out of RV parks. The opportunity was perfect for what the buyer was looking
for, it was close to other property he owned, and it ultimately satisfied the requirements of his 1031 exchange. It took just 100 days from contract to close and the
property was closed in March 2021.
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“You [Steve] and Brett put together a great OM. Your advice that I make
repairs/touch ups to the property (especially the parking lot) might well have
been critical to the sale, and I learned a valuable lesson that first impressions
matter a lot.” – Seller, Lady’s Island Marina
Lady’s Island Marina
Situation
Case Study

In October 2018, Steven Ekovich brokered the sale of Lady’s Island Marina located in Beaufort, South Carolina. This deal was particularly unique because the
marina was divided between leasable wet slips and dockominiums. The seller was an investment fund out of Houston, TX and the buyer was an education
psychologist in California searching for the ideal working retirement opportunity. In addition to 76 wet slips, the property included a waterfront restaurant
(Dockside), a Boathouse, and leased office and commercial space.

1.

Previous Marketing Efforts
Before LIPG Team

2.

1031 Exchange and CrossProduct Type Buyer

Our team brought the property to market at $3.225M and proactively marketed the opportunity to investors around the country. This core buyer profile that we
focused on included private clients and owner-users, as a property this size is ideal for those investors. Given the passive nature of the operation and attention
garnered in the first two months, Steven generated three offers within 80 days.

3.

Cross-Product Buyer and
Reverse 1031 Exchange

Results

4.

Unpriced 5-Property
Portfolio and Confidential
Marketing Process

Process

After 76 days on market and three offers, the perfect buyer was found in a reverse 1031 exchange out of California. The investor was a cross-product type buyer
(moving from one asset class to another – in this case, apartments to a marina). In addition, this opportunity presented the buyer with the perfect working
retirement situation, an ideal location, and great opportunity to transform the marina to a first-class operation for the community and best serve the customers
and residents.
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Confidential
5-Marina
Portfolio
Lady’s Island
Marina
Situation
Case Study
1.

Previous Marketing Efforts
Before LIPG Team

After reviewing the LIPG’s team and track record, the Strategic Analysis of each marina, and the collective analysis of the portfolio, the client chose the Leisure
Investment Properties Group to represent the firm in the sale of the five-marina portfolio. Several influencing factors included: our team’s specialization; our
established industry relationships; and our team’s proven ability to run a confidential marketing process in which only qualified bidders could participate.

Process
2.

1031 Exchange and CrossProduct Type Buyer

The marketing effort was executed on a confidential basis with an unpriced marketing strategy by engaging a very selective group of buyers. All buyers were prevetted with the client, in terms of background/commercial real estate experience, financial strength, business plan and ability to close. The initial marketing process
lasted 30 days with tour dates set 45 to 60 days from the initial launch date. A Call for Offers was then held 75 days from the initial launch in which six offers were
received. A Best and Final was held with a deadline a week after the Call for Offers. Our process proved its merit with the number of offers generated and the
importance of having those back-up buyers ready to execute.

3.

Cross-Product Buyer and
Reverse 1031 Exchange

Results

4.

Unpriced 5-Property
Portfolio and Confidential
Marketing Process

The marketing process produced six offers and a winner was selected at the conclusion of the Best and Final (based on price and terms). Our process generated five
qualified and motivated back-up buyers in the event the winning bidder could not perform. This was put to test when a few weeks later the winner dropped out
due to tax issues relative to repatriation of earnings and a change to the minimum wage law. These factors occurred after the offers came in, so it was an
unexpected hurdle that we seamlessly overcame by engaging the five back-up buyers and closing with a new buyer (with better terms) shortly after.
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LEISURE INVESTMENT PROPERTIES GROUP
Marina Division

STEVEN M. EKOVICH

BRETT MURPHY

JEFF SPILMAN, CCIM

Executive Managing Director
Leisure Investment Properties Group
Tel: (813) 503-3118
sekovich@thelipg.com

Vice President of Investments
Leisure Investment Properties Group
Tel: (727) 580-0196
bmurphy@thelipg.com

Vice President of Investments
Leisure Investment Properties Group
Tel: (813) 956-3275
jspilman@thelipg.com

CHRISTOPHER KARAMITSOS

TERENCE VANEK

Senior Managing Director
Leisure Investment Properties Group
Tel: (813) 493-7686
ckaramitsos@thelipg.com

Senior Managing Director
Leisure Investment Properties Group
Tel: (561) 319-0060
tvanek@thelipg.com

MAIN OFFICE
2202 N. West Shore Blvd.
Suite 252
Tampa, FL 33607
(813) 367-3680

LIPG is a Proud Member of:

Visit our website: LeisurePropertiesGroup.com

